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0. Introduction 
Let k be a commutative Kz-regular ring. Then it is proved in [Z] that 
&(k[X, Y]/XY) s&(k) 0 k+ where k+ is the additive group of k. In [ ¶] the first 
author used this to show that 
Kdk[X, Y]/XY(l -X- Y)) = K&(k[X, Y]/XY(l -X - Y))@3k’ 
= K2(k)OKV,(k)@3k+ 
when k is commutative, K1 and K2 regular. Here K’ is Quillen K-Theory, KVi is 
Karoubi-Villamayor K-Theory (denoted K: in [3,5]) and 3k’ means the direct sum 
of 3 copies of k+. In [S] the second author calculates E ‘Vi of n lines in the plane over a 
field. These results suggest the following theorem, which we prove in this paper: 
TheoremO. Eetkbeafield,andfi, . . . , fn E k[X, Y: be equations of n distinct straight 
lines no three of which pass through a point. Let m -3 1 be the number of intersection 
points. Then ’ 
Kz(k[X, Y]/fi* l l fn) = Kz(k)O(m -n + l)K3(k)@mk’. 
The methods used in this paper should enable one to compute 
K&k,. . .s x,J/fi* . l fm where thcf;: are hyperplanes in“general position” (n > m), 
(the case n = m having already been done in [Z]). The first author has done this f 
arbitrary, n = m + 1 in [il. But even for m = 3 n = 4 the result is very messy. In this 
paper we confine ourselves to m = 2 whecc: the computation ismore mana 
field is not essential e give conditions on 
above theorem u 
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lie in the plane. Gur methods in the present paper require both these assumptions. 
Ki regularity of a ring A means that &(A) + K&xl, . . . , xn] is an isomorphism for 
all n. 
Let k be a commutative ring n 22 A = k[X, Y]lfi* l l fn where fi = 
a& + bi Y + ci E k[X, Y], ai, bi, d:i E k. For the remainder of this paper we assume 
(1) Given j # k either 
(a) (hfk)A=A or 
(b) the homomorphism k[tj, tk]’ k[X, Y] given by ti +f;: is an isomorphism of 
k-algebras, 
(2) Given j there exists k so that l(b) holds, 
(3) (fi, fi, fk)A = A for i, j, k distinct. 
If fi, fk satisfy l(a) we call fi, fk parallel, if fi, fk satisfy l(b) we say the lines intersect. 
Condition l(b) is equivalent to 
= units of k. 
Furthermore the expression for x and y in terms of fi, fk is linetar. Moreover if l(b) 
holds for j, k, then 
The resulting k-algebra homomorphism pjk : A + k (or the corresponding sub- 
scheme pjk = Spec k c Spec A) will be called the intersection of h and fk. Condition 
(3) sajs that the subschemes pjk are distinct. We note that if fi, fi, fk are not all 
parallel, then (3) is equivalent to 
det 
Given fi by condition (2) there exists fk with k[tj, tk]+ k[X, Y] an isomorphism. 
Thus 
i.e. each component of Spec A is isomorphic to the a@me line A:. 
We note that if is a field (1) is automatically true provided the lines are distinct 
and non-degenerate. (3) says no 3 of the lines pass through a point. (2) says not all the 
lines are par all the lines were parallel we 
would have ch does not agree with the 
formula in Theorem 0. 
ayor 
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eory of 
be as in Section 1. 
. (fl) n ’ l l n ( fn) = 0 as ideals in A. 
Proof. Let FE ( fi) n 9 . . n ( fn). Then in particular F = f$‘l. If fi and f2 are parallel 
then fi maps to a unit in A/f2 so Fi E (fz). If fi, fz intersect then there is an 
isomorphism A/f2 = k[tl] sending fi + tlas above. As F E (fz), f#i maps to 0 but tl is 
not a zero divisor. Thus F1 maps to 0, i.e. Fl E (fz). In either case Fl E (f;?) so 
F = fifzF2. Continuing in this manner we see F = fig l l fnFn = 0. 
This says that A can be constructed as in Section 2 of [6], i.e. if we identify A/h 
with k[uJ and let B =ny&ui] we get an injection A +B with conductor I = 
(f E A 1 Pij( f) = 0 for all intersection points Pii}. Clearly A/I == n: Ik where m is the 
number of intersection points and as each Pij lies on exactly two lines B/I =nfrlk. 
We have the Cartesian square 
Now if k is Kj-regular so is B/I -ntclk. Hence B y B/I is a GL-fibration. Thus 
we get a Mayer-Victoris sequence for Karoubi-Villamayor K-Theory and using the 
method of Section 3 of [6] we obtain 
Proposition 2.2. Let A be as in Section 1 and k be &-regular. If there we m 
intersection points, then for all i 
KV;:(A) --KF(k)O(m -n + l)Kv+l(k). 
3. The map Ka(A) + K&(A) 
Let A be as in Section 1, k be K1 and KS-regular. 
Lemma 3.1. A is I&regular and &(A) + KV&Q is surjective. 
proof. In (*) B/I =nft,k and so is Kz-regular. By Bropositions 1.2,1.3 of [I] A is 
K1 regular. It follows from [7] that Kz(A) + K&(A) is surjective. 
[X, Y] be given by 
Q(k) =fi, I = ker 4p, J = (tl a 9 l t,,)k[tl, . . . , t,,] 
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a3.2. IJ=InJ. 
Proof. Certainly IJ c I A J so assume F E I n J. F E J so F = tl- 9 l t,$ NOW Q(F) = 
fle l l fnQ(f) =o since FE I. But fi- l l fn is a non-zero divisor in A[X, Y] since by 
condition 2 of Section 1 any fi could be used as one of the indeterminants. Therefore 
Q(f)=o,fEIandFcIJ. 
If we let S = &[tl, . . . , tn]/IJ it follows that there is a Cartesian square 
S + k[X, Y] 
** ( ) +L & 
A n -s,. A 
where A” = k[tl, . . . , tnlltl, l l l 3 tn 
The following lemma is crucial to this section. 
Lemma 3,3. NK1(S) = 0. 
Proof, By Vorst’s Theorem 1.1[9] it suffices to prove NK&) = 0 for every prime 
ideal ZP of S. (Vorst’s theorem could equally well be stated with prime ideals instead 
of maximal ideals.) Spec S is the union of the closed subsets Spec(k[x, y]) and 
Spec(A “) which intersect in Spec A (i.e. since IJ = 0 in S any prime ideal contains 
either I or J, if 9 contains 1 and J. Then i+ J c $P so 9 E Spec A = Spec(S/1+- J)). 
Since k is K1 regular so are A” and k[x, y] (for A” see 1.4 in Cl]). If 9 E 
Spec S -Spec k[x, y]; then Sp = A b. (I$ 9, so J c 9. There exists b E I, be 9. For 
acJ, abdJ=O so a=0 in Sg. Thus JSp=O and A$=(S/J)p=Sp.) But 
NKl(An) = 0 so N&(S& = NK1(Ak) = 0 by Theorem 1.1 of [9]. If !P E 
Spec S - Spec An (i.e. 1 c 9, J# 9) Sp = k[x, y]g so again NK&) = 0. 
This leaves the case where 9 E Spec A (i.e. I+ J c 9). Since .P is prime and 
contains J, 9 contains a least one f;:. By condition 3 of Section 1 it cannot contain 3 of 
the f;: for then the image of 9 in k[x, y] would not be a proper ideal. For the same 
reason by condition 1 if !P contains fi, fi, t # j then fi and fi intersect. Thus we can 
pick f;:, fi intersecting laaes so that either both f;; fi E 9 or only fi E 9. Let R = 
WI, . . . , tn]_/titJ and F = tl* l *{* l l {a l l tn. Then !P E Spec R (titi1 c 9) and Fti 9’. 
FtitjI = 0 in S SO RF e SF and hence Rs = SP (being further localizations of RF $5 SF). 
Lemma 3.3 then follows from 
emma 3.4. Let R = k[tl, . . . , tn ]/ titjI. Assume f;:, fi intersect. Then R is Kl-regul~. 
roof. As in 3.2 I n (titj) = titJ SO the following square is Cartesian: 
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But the bottom map splits by f;: + ti, fi + tj. Thus by [ 1, 1.1 and 1.31 W is K1- 
regular. 
We remark that one can extend Vorst’s result to say that A is Kl-regular iff A9 is 
Ki-regular for every prime (maximal) ideal - thus S is in fact &-regular. 
We now use the method of [ 1, Section 31. Applying the Milnor K1 - K2 Mayer 
Vietoris sequence and the Karoubi-Villamayor Mayer-Vietoris sequence to (**) (A 
is Ki-regular so A ’ + A is a CL-fibration) we get a diagram (using K1 and K2 
regularity of k) 
K2(An) + Kz(A) +KI(S) -,Kl(k) + 0 
where the map K + KV is that of [7]. The isomorphisms between the K1 terms 
follow from the fact that NKl(k) = NKl(S) = 0. A diagram chase yields the exact 
sequence 
where &(A “) = ker(Kz(n “) + K&(/i “)) = ker(K# “) + K2(k)). The map An + k is 
induced by evaluation at the origin. 
If R is a commutative ring and 1 + ab is a unit of R then symbols (a, b) have been 
defined. (See for example [4].) We will write D&(R) for the subgroup of K*(R) 
generated by all (a, b) with ab = 0 (in this case the symbols first appeared in [Sj). We 
then have 
Proposition 3.5. If k is K1 and K2 regular there is a sl ort exaclf sequence 
0 + D&(A) + K2(A) + KV&4) + 0 
and D&(A) is generated by pointy brackets of the for ‘yt (fi, (&ifT%) where a E k, 
ajbl. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 of [l] and Section 5 of [2] &(A”) is generated by pointy 
brackets of the form (ti, (&+i tgi)a) a E k. Pointy brackets map to pointy brackets 
so Im&(A “) + Kz(A)) = ker(&(A) + K&(A)) is generated by pointy brackets 
of the form (jj, (n,,, fi*i,a), a E k. If a, b E A, ab = 0 then {at, bbt) E Kz(A[t]) goes to 
(0,O) = 1 under the map t + 0 and (a, b) under the map t -* 1. Since KV2 is a 
homotopy functor (a, b) E ker(K2( I--, KWA’J). Thus kerW#J + KW 
1 . 
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4. Calculation of 
The relations Dl, D2, D3 of [4] give the following relations in D&(R) when R is 
commutative 
61 (a, b) = (b, a)” = (b, -a), 
62 (a, Ma, c) = (a, b +c), 
D3 (a, bc) = (ab, c)(ac, b). 
Again let A be as in Section 1 and k be K1, Kz regular. 
Lemma 4.1. D&(A) is generated by elements of the form (h, fit(ni#i,kfi)?a),  Ek, 
j < k, fi intersects fk. 
Proof. By 3.5 we know D&(A) is generated by elements of the form 
(h, u-l[i+ifl)a), a E k. If (Y~ 23 all i using D3 and the fact that fly=, f;: = 0 we have 
(fi, ai,jfii)a) = 1. Thus we may assume that at least one cy& = 1. 
Now consider a pointy bracket of the form p = (fi, (ni#jfl)a), (ok = (Ye = 1, j, k, m 
distinct. By condition 3 of Section 1 3 h, p, u E A with IrA +pfk + vfm = 1 so by 62 
this pointy bracket is of the form 
The first term is evidently the identity and expanding cc, v in terms of fn fs where f, 
and fs intersect we set: that the second two terms are products of elements of the form 
(fi, <n,+j fp)b) where fewer of the &‘s are 1 than were the W’S, Thus an induction 
argument shows that Dk2(A) is generated by elements of the form 
If fi does not intersect fk, then 3 A, p, E A with hf, +pfk = 1. Then 
since the right hand side of the first term is 0 and all the exponents on the right hand 
side of the second term are 22, so this term is 1 by D3. 
Now consider an element (h, fk(ni+i,,fl)a), ai a 2 where fi intersects fk. Then 
[fi, fk] so we can write 
I-j fiiw2 = b +fipL ffku, 
i#j,k 
Thus 
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Thus D&(A) is generated by elements of the last form. By fil 
C& fk(ni+i,kfi)2a) = (fb f;.<Ili*i,kfi)2(- a 1) so we may assume j c k, completing the 
proof of the lemma. 
For each intersection point Pik, j < k define iF;.k : k’ + D&(A) by 
~k(ab(fi9fk( n fi)*d 
i tsi,k 
By t)2 the Fik are abelain group homomorphisms. If P’k is an intersection point, then 
k[X, Y] = k[f;; fk] so there is a map 
gik : A + k[ ti, tk ]I titk, gjk(f;:) = ti (i =h k). 
By [2] (since k is &-regular) &(k[ti, tk]/tjtk) = Kz(k)Ok’ where the summand k’ 
corresponds to the subgroup of K2 consisting of the elements (ti, tka), a E k. Let 
p : Kz(k[ti, tk]/titk) * k’ be the projection on the summand k’ sending (ti, tka) + a. 
Let Gik :&(A)* k’ be given by pKz(gjk). 
Lemma 4.2. For intersection hoints Pik, P,, (j < k, r c f*) GrSFjk is an isomorphism if 
j = r, k = s and is the t&o map otherwise. -
PR&. Given the intersection-point Pik and i # j, k bv :ondition 1 b f;: = cu& + Fifk + yi 
and by condition 3 yi must be a unit. Thus (ni+j,k 1: j2 = u + ph t ufk where u E k* 
~1, vE A. Then 
Appbing &kjd we: get 
(t’, t&(u +gjk(P)tj +&k(u)tk)a! = 
=(tj, tklaU>(tj, tktjgjk(fi)a)(tj, &fjkb)d s (t& Wa)- 
Applying the projection 13 we get Gj&k(a) = tia. Since u is a unit, Gjk& is an 
isomorphism. 
If i # r or k #s, then in.& fk(ni+j,kfi)*a> = I;;.~&z) we have either both fr, fs are on 
the right hand side or one of fn ft is fi (i.e. on the left) and the other is not fk and so 
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appears quared on the right hand side. When we apply &(grs) in the first WE the+ 
right ha&i& becomes 0 and in the second case the pointy bracket becomes the 
identity by Da. Thus GEoF;.k = 0. 
We then get 
.3. Let k be KI, Kz regular, A as in Section 1, and m the number of 
intersection points. Z%en D&(A) = mk* and is a direct summrtnd of 
Froof. Let 
F: nzk+ = CE3 k+-,&(A) 
pjk(i<k) 
be the homomorphism which when restricted to the Pjkth factor is A?&. IA 
G:K2(A)+ @ k+=mk+ 
pjk(i<k) 
be such that (projection onto P”&h factor) 0 G = Gj&+ Then Lemma 4.2 implies that 
GF is an isomorphism. By Lemma 4.1 the image of F is D&A) from which the 
proposition follows. 
Summarizing our results we then get 
Theorem 4.4. Let k be Ks, Kz-regular, A as in Section 1 and m be the number of 
intersection points. Then 
K*(A) = KV2(A)@D&A) = &(k)O(m - n + l)KVs(k)O mk’ 
If k is a field, then b the remarks at the end of Section 1 Theorem 0 is an 
immediate consequence f Theorem 4.4. 
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